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We design and develop powerful web apps
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Key takeaways: G

Web app:
Full functionality with low or no code
Pixel-perfect designs
Mobile-friendly layouts and dynamic content
Robust and scalable infrastructure
Seamless deployment and hosting



Case: 
Real Estate
Marketplace

Market place in real estate 
The application has 3 roles, developer, investor, and
administrator.
Developers put up their objects for investment with
specific characteristics. 
Investors choose objects for investment to earn some
income. 
An administrator (system) checks real estate And
assesses the risk of the project.

Development period: 2.5 months
Tools: Bubble.io, Google Maps
Goal: Create a fully scalable web application

Description:

Project Link: 
cofund.ai

G

http://www.wowfluence.com/
http://www.wowfluence.com/


G

View general statistics 
Coordination and valuation of real
estate objects 
Create webinars on a specific date and
time
Management of investors and
developers 
To change data at the request of the
developer 
To resolve user issues upon request
To create articles

Administrator

Select a property and check the
information about it.
Make a deal to download the payment
order for the amount that the investor
asked.
Take part in the webinar. 
Viewing dividend statistics depending on
the object 
General statistics for all objects 
To undergo the KYC procedure

Investor



GReal Estate Marketplace

Project
management+
business
analysis+testing:
40 hours
Price PM: $30/hr
Total: $1,200

01

Development:
300 hours
Price Dev: $30/hr
Total: $9,000

02

UI/UX Design:
120 hours
Price designer: $15/hr 
Total: $1,800

03

Total:
Completion: 2.5 months
Cost: $12,000

04



Case: 
Baby Sleep
Coaching

Development period: 1.5 months
Tools: Bubble.io, Airtable, Firebase, Stripe, Twilio 
Goal: Convert MVP to a full-scale web application

Description:
The Rested.Family app helps you log your 
child's sleep and communicate with 
your Rested coach.

Project Link: 
restedapp.com

G
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Easy, real-time logging for feeding &
sleeping
Searchable sleep plan in their pocket
Text chat and comment threads on logs

Parents

Invite parents to the app by email
Manage parents on desktop or mobile
Replaces voxer, emails, spreadsheets
and CRMs in the paid parent experience

Sleep Coach



GBaby Sleep Coaching

Project
management+
business
analysis+testing:
0 hours
Price PM: $0/hr
Total: $0

01

Development:
300 hours
Price Dev: $30/hr
Total: $9,000

02

UI/UX Design:
60 hours
Price designer: $15/hr 
Total: $900

03

Total:
Completion: 1.5 months
Cost: $9,900

04



Case: 
Musician
Marketplace

Development period: 1.5 months
Tools: Bubble.io, BDK Native 
Goal: Convert idea and business logic into web application

Description:
The web application helps musicians send their tracks to
many labels in a simple, fast and precise way. For labels, the
application makes it easy to find and listen to the work of
musicians.

Project Link: 
bilboard.guru

G
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It makes it easier for musicians to share
their work with labels for later
collaboration. 
A musician can send their track to many
labels in a couple of clicks.

Musicians

It makes it easier for labels to listen to
tracks and select artists. 
No need to search for incoming
applications in the mail. 
It's simple, the label and its staff love the
tracks like they're picking a mate on
tinder.

Label



GMusician Marketplace

Project
management+
business
analysis+testing:
20 hours
Price PM: $30/hr
Total: $600

01

Development:
250 hours
Price Dev: $30/hr
Total: $7,500

02

UI/UX Design:
70 hours
Price designer: $15/hr 
Total: $1,050

03

Total:
Completion: 2 months
Cost: $9,100

04



GContact
Us

Phone Number

310-876-2980

Email Address

team@ghostqode.com

Website

www.ghostqode.com

We'd love to talk about
all things web app.


